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This week’s HDHS Recommended reads:
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Useful Information and links:

Key Stage 3: The Boy at the back of the class
When a new boy is introduced at school, no
one is exactly sure where he has come from
what is a "refugee kid", anyway, and how can
www.usborne.com Usborne
Ahmet be helped to feel that he belongs?
Though the narrator's voice is overly young a children’s books have made all their
times, this is a lovely, warm-hearted
ebooks 99p.A great selection of books
celebration of courage and friendship
from early readers to young adult
leavened with mischief. The Guardian
readers.

Key Stage 4: The Boy who followed his father into
Auschwitz
An extraordinary tale of endurance and filial
love. It is a miraculous father and son story of
surviving five and half years in Nazi prison
camps with many twists and Jeremy Dronfield
tells it well in an energetic and lively style. The
Times

Key Stage 5:

Interview With A Vampire

This is the story of Louis, as told in his own
words, of his journey through mortal and
immortal life. Louis recounts how he became a
vampire at the hands of the radiant and sinister
Lestat and how he became indoctrinated,
unwillingly, into the vampire way of life.

Teachers,Parents and Carers:
The Tiger’s Wife is a book about the secrets
that people keep.It is a myth-infused tale of a
young doctor in Yugoslavia trying to find the
truth about her grandfather’s death. It is a truly
original and imaginative novel that conjures
amazing images on every page.

https://royoftheroversofficial.com/n
ews/2297
For the next month at least, Scouted
and Kick-Off, the first Roy of the
Rovers’ fiction and graphic novel is
FREE for everyone to download and
keep as eBooks. They have also
dropped the prices on all Season 1
titles by 25%, so you can finish the
season without breaking the bank!
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